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Abstract 

This paper describes development work carried out on var-
ious components and subsystems of a 15-kw solar dynamic power 
system designed for continuous operation for at least one year 
in earth orbit. This program is sponsored by the Air Force 
Systems Command. Also included is a brief summary of future 
development plans. Illustrations are provided showing hard-
ware now undergoing tests. Discussion of components includes 
the following: l) Energy collection system, including ground 
testing of a 10-ft-dia inflatable solar collector, progress on 
kh--:|-ft solar collector, and results of heat receiver and 
thermal storage system testing; 2) combined power unit, 
including four-stage turbine design and fabrication, electro-
magnetic alternator (3200 cps) design, and liquid metal jour-
nal bearing tests; 3) description of liquid metal condenser 
segment tests; and h) liquid metal boiling and closed loop 
flow testing. 

Introduction 

Under contract to the Air Force, Sundstrand Aviation-
Denver, a division of Sundstrand Corporation, is accomplishing 
Phase I of an over-all research and development program for a 
15-lew flight prototype solar dynamic power system. The 
official title of the program is ASTEC (Advanced Solar Turbo 
Electric Concept). 

Presented at the ARS Space Power Systems Conference, 
Santa Monica, Calif., September 25-28, 1962. The author 
wishes to express his gratitude to all of the members of the 
ASTEC Project Group, whose contributions were necessary for 
the writing of this paper. 

•̂ Project Manager, 15-kw Advanced Solar Turbo Electric 
Concept. 
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Discussion 

The objective of Phase I of this overall applied research 
program for a 15-kw solar dynamic power system is an applied 
research effort to provide for growth and advanced technology 
in the solar mechanical power area through the use of a high-
temperature working fluid at higher power levels. The sole 
objective is to reveal and solve the critical component prob-
lems associated with advanced solar mechanical power concepts 
in the range of 7 to 25 kw. Accomplishment of the follow-on 
phases will result in the design, fabrication, and combined 
ground and flight testing of two generations of flight type 
hardware. 

The specific progress achieved towards the Phase I goals 
is difficult to state precisely from a system standpoint. As 
in any program the true objective of which is advancement of 
the state of the art for a complex system, the first phase 
undertakes evaluation at elementary levels to justify or to 
cause redirection and redesign of the original conception of 
the system and its components. System design studies of the 
basic rubidium Rankine cycle have been completed, and numerous 
other competitive closed cycle systems have been reviewed in 
detail and comparisons made. Supporting system studies that 
influence design, such as reliability, vehicle integration, 
and environmental influences (e.g., meteor influences in the 
space environment) have been completed. 

Under the definition of Phase I, all conceptual experi-
mental components of the system have been designed and fabri-
cated, and the first phases of tests are underway. The heat 
receiver is the only exception. This item is undergoing final 
conceptual design. Intensive study and test evaluation of the 
heat receiver concept has led to a relatively new configuration 
that will enhance the probability of success. Although all 
other components will be tested in full-scale versions, the 
heat receiver will be fabricated first as a scale model. 

The body of this paper presents a brief description of 
the overall system and how it might be integrated with a space 
vehicle and deployed in space to perform its power conversion 
mission. This is followed by a description of the accomplish-
ments on the components of the system. 

The ASTEC space power system is shown deployed in space in 
Fig. 1. The conibined power unit is suspended at the focal 
point of the paraboloid. The combined power unit (Fig. 2) con-
sists of the flux trap, double cavity heat receiver, rotating 
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assembly, and condenser arranged axially in that order. The 
entire system is shown schematically in Fig. 3* 

In operation solar flux is concentrated by the primary 
mirror, then properly proportioned into the heat receiver 
cavities by the flux trap. The heat receiver performs the 
multiple function of heat reservoir, boiler, superheater, and 
reheater. Energy entering the heat receiver cavities is trans-
mitted to the working fluid, rubidium, through the intermediate 
storage materials, lithium hydride in the boiler section and 
sodium fluoride in the superheater and reheater sections. 

Energy absorbed by the rubidium is extracted by a two-
stage turbine driving a 3200 cps, 120/208 v alternator. The 
heat rejected by the turbine is radiated to space in a flat 
plate radiator-condenser. A portion of the subcooled liquid 
rubidium working fluid then is returned to the boiler by a 
centrifugal pump, while at the same time the remaining fluid 
is circulated through the turbine bearings and alternator for 
lubrication and cooling. 

Mien in the sun, the concentrator system supplies energy 
to the heat receiver at a greater rate than demanded by the 
thermodynamic cycle; the excess energy is stored as latent 
heat of fusion in the storage salts. When in the earth's 
shadow, heat for the cycle is extracted from the heat reser-
voir by reclaiming the latent heat of fusion of the molten 
storage salts. 

The solar power system for a particular mission might be 
joined to the space vehicle by means of an articulated struc-
ture that permits independent orientation of either the power 
system or the vehicle. The specific details of the structure 
will vary with each particular mission. For example, the 
solar power system must be sun-oriented, whereas the vehicle 
orientation is quite arbitrary, depending upon its mission. 
Packaging requirements during launch, orbit geometry and many 
other considerations prohibit use of a standardized coupling 
structure. 

Figure h shows how the solar power system may be packaged 
in a typical vehicle during launch. The structure connecting 
the combined power unit and concentrator is telescoped to 
permit installation in an extremely short section of the 
vehicle. The undeployed concentrator balloon is folded and 
surrounds the combined power unit. The entire solar power 
system is coupled to the vehicle by means of an articulated 
boom-like structure, one joint of which is integral with the 
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orientation mechanism. The process of deployment is shown in 
Fig. 5» Deployment starts after the booster is jettisoned, 
and the following sequence is executed: 

1) Vehicle and solar power system are separated by act-
uation of the coupling structure. This stage is illustrated 
in 1, 2, and 3 of Fig. 5. 

2) The mirror balloon and torus are inflated to maintain 
the concentrator surface properly shaped during rigidization. 
k, 5> and 6 show the balloon in various stages of inflation. 

3) Foam is generated and applied to the rear of the con-
centrator membrane. The combination is maintained in this 
configuration until the foam backing has cured. Foam place-
ment is shown in step 6. 

k) The mirror envelope is deflated, and all optically 
nonfunctional membranes are jettisoned. 7 and 8 show defla-
tion and ejection of the superfluous membranes. 

5) The orientation system points the solar power system 
at the sun for initial warmup, starting, and operation as 
shown in step 9* 

This ASTEC system as described is an advanced concept 
having a specific weight of approximately 70 lb/kw and a life 
expectancy of 1 year. 

Component Description 

A. Energy Source 

The energy source subsystem supplies energy to the rubid-
ium during the entire orbit. It consists of the solar col-
lector, flux trap and the heat receiver storage unit. During 
the portion of the orbit in sunlight, the solar collector 
supplies solar energy to the heat receiver, which in turn 
transfers part of the heat to the rubidium and stores the 
remainder. This energy stored in the heat receiver is used by 
the cycle during the eclipse portion of an earth orbit. 

The major objectives are to design, fabricate, and test 
both a s.cale model and a full-size energy source subsystem. 
The purpose of these tests is to evaluate the concepts invol-
ved and provide experimental test data for future advancements 
in the solar power area. Each of the individual components is 
being developed separately as outlined in later paragraphs. 
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These components will Ъе combined to form a complete energy 
source which will be tested on solar energy. The specific 
design concepts to be evaluated are as follows: l) ability 
to distribute the energy properly within the cavity, 2) abil-
ity to store heat in the storage salts and regain this energy 
as desired for the 60-k0 orbit requirement, 3) radiation and 
reflection losses from the cavities, h) rubidium heat fluxes 
throughout the cavity., and 5) distribution of energy between 
the two cavities. 

The solar concentrator is a paraboloidal reflector cap-
able of storage in an extremely small volume under a variety 
of packaging configurations. The deployment concept utilizes 
an inflation and rigidization process developed by Goodyear 
Aircraft in cooperation with Sundstrand Denver, under Govern-
ment Contract AF33(6l6)-7128. 

The deployed concentrator is a ^.5-ft-dia paraboloid 
with a 60° rim angle and a focal length of I9.269 ft. The 
reflective surface is a preformed aluminized %lar film, 1.0 
mil thick, backed by a polyurethane foam plastic. The struct-
ural heart of the concentrator is an aluminum hub ring that 
carries the plastic and Mylar reflector and provides an anchor 
for the three support members that properly position the power 
unit with respect to the reflector. 

The solar concentrator development program is aimed at 
the evaluation of design and fabrication techniques applicable 
to future concepts of large deployable concentrators♦ The 
major tasks encompassed are as follows: l) evaluation of 
materials capability, 2) evaluation of producibility, 3) 
demonstration of deployment, h) theoretical and mathematical 
supporting analyses, and 5) determining mirror accuracy to 
support system design. 

The work conducted to develop and improve the current 
materials capability included the following: l) exposure 
of polyurethanes; Mylars, teslars, polypropylenes and other 
polymers to a simulated space vacuum environment for extended 
periods; 2) exposure of foregoing materials to ultraviolet 
radiation during simulation of space environment; 3) research 
for new methods of rigidizing in space by exposure to heat, 
ultraviolet, or high vacuum; h) analysis of polymers in space 
environment; and 5) development of low-density plastic foams 
for space applications. 

Tasks under the fabrication work effort included l) 
development of methods and techniques for fabricating solar 
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concentrators to the geometric accuracies specified; 2) 
studies and solution of stress problems encountered during 
fabrication of parabolic concentrators; 3) analysis of 
methods of preforming as a means of providing greater geo-
metric accuracies and simplifying tooling and fabrication 
methods; and k) study of advanced tooling methods that are 
applicable to large parabolic configurations. 

The efforts on solar concentrator deployment required 
development of methods and satisfactory demonstration of 
deployment steps in an evacuated environment. 

Supporting studies included the following: l) theoret 
ical and mathematical analysis of single and double mirror 
parabolic concentrators to determine the effects of programed 
inaccuracies; 2) study and analysis of thermal conditions 
encountered by concentrators during orbital flight; and 3) 
thermal stress analysis of concentrator during orbital flight 
and prediction of probable effects. 

The testing program entailed study of methods for proper 
and accurate evaluation of concentrator models. These efforts 
included the following: l) study of methods of evaluating 
solar concentrators and the development of methods more 
representative of the end objective than the determination of 
optical geometry; 2) development and fabrication of semi-
automatic tracking equipment for solar tracking; and 3) 
development and fabrication of solar calorimeter for making 
flux density evaluations of concentrator capability. 

The initial studies are completed in all of the areas 
just indicated. The competition model mirror development 
program was concluded with the delivery of the 10-ft mirror. 
Feasibility of the inflatable-rigidized parabolic solar con-
centrator concept was proved, as well as its producibility. 

The work effort of Phase I includes also the design and 
fabrication of the full scale collector. This design is based 
upon the knowledge and experience gained through experimental 
tests of the 10-ft mirrors. The fabrication tooling (Fig. 6) 
is nearing completion with fabrication of the mirror scheduled 
for the near future. 

The materials used in the fabrication of the solar collec-
tor must withstand the space environment. The polymeric 
materials must not deteriorate excessively upon exposure to 
ultraviolet radiation, extremely low pressure, and wide tem-
perature variations. 
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Since a condition of extremely low pressure exists at 
orbital altitudes, concern has been expressed that the poly-
mers might evaporate at a rate that would make their use 
prohibitive. Theoretical calculations of the vapor pressure 
of the lowest molecular weight fraction to be found in Itylar 
indicate that at a temperature of 125°C, the vapor pressure 
will be approximately 10-^°mm Hg. "Mjylar was also subjected 
to a high vacuum (5 x 10"*Tram Hg) by Goodyear Aircraft Corp. 
to determine the weight loss. In general, vacuum exposures 
of bfy-lar at room temperature for periods up to 1^19 hr re-
sulted in less than 0.1$ loss in weight. 

Such plastics as bfy-lar are modified chemically by ultra-
violet radiation. It is anticipated that this breakdown can 
be prevented through the application of suitable coatings. 
ЩгЪа.г was tested to determine the effect of ultraviolet irra-
diation in vacuum (to 5 x 10" 'mm Hg) on the weight and mech-
anical properties. Uncoated %lar, as would be expected, lost 
91$ of its tensile strength after 1^19 hr of exposure. How-
ever, the same material shielded with 2000 A thickness of 
vaccum-deposited aluminum experienced only hl$ loss. Poly-
urethane foam was found to be exceptionally stable under the 
same exposure conditions. 

Deployment studies made to date indicate the following 
scheme to be the most desirable from a packaging and weight 
viewpoint. Before deployment, the aluminized Î ylar reflector 
is completely flexible and is folded and stowed around the 
structural members and machinery. Care must be taken to pro-
tect the surface from rubbing and tearing during unfolding. 
Deployment consists of unfolding the reflector surface film 
and holding it in its correct paraboloidal form while the 
plastic foam backing is placed and cured. Ingredients for the 
plastic foam are stored in a generator located inside the hub 
ring. The reflective film, together with the end cap mem-
brane, torus and appropriate seals on the hub and power unit, 
constitute a continuous envelope. Mien internally pressurized, 
a lenticular balloon is formed. Inflation of this balloon 
properly shapes the reflective film and holds it rigid while 
the foam is placed and cured. 

Figure 7 depicts the first stage of mirror deployment and 
shows the auxiliary membranes. The reflector is attached to 
the front rim of the hub ring. The rear auxiliary membrane is 
a continuation of the reflector surface and connects it to the 
torus. The foam retaining envelope is attached to the rear 
rim of the hub ring and to the reflector film at the rim dia-
meter. This envelope is not pressurized, and its purpose is 
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to control foam pressure and thickness* The inflated balloon 
is symmetrical about a plane normal to the axis of revolution 
of the paraboloid and through the center of the torus. The 
combined power unit support members have been actuated into 
operating position. This properly locates the front support 
ring. The entire envelope, including the torus, is inflated 
and is ready for foaming. Foam is then generated and dis-
pensed through the hub ring, filling the space between the 
jacket and concentrator surface. The foam flows outward under 
the influence of foam pressure buildup in the foam generator. 
The gases entrapped in the jacket are liberated through vents 
in the jacket. When the jacket is filled, sufficient time is 
allowed for the foam to cure before the next stage of deploy-
ment is begun. 

The final deployment occurs after curing is complete; the 
envelope, excluding the torus, is depressurized. Depressuri-
zation will be controlled to limit the rate at which stresses 
are imposed on the rigidized paraboloid. When the envelope is 
depressurized it is separated from the concentrator by burning 
it off with pyrotechnic fuses at the concentrator rim and at 
the front support ring. The separated envelope is then posi-
tively expelled from the concentrator vicinity. Consideration 
is being given to the use of gas jets from the rear of the 
torus to accomplish the expulsion. 

The method of deployment was demonstrated by Goodyear by 
tests with 2-ft dia models in an altitude chamber. The model 
and the foam-generating device were packaged in a breakaway 
container and installed in an altitude chamber. Deployment 
was demonstrated at a simulated altitude of approximately 
90 000 ft. The breakaway container was released and the con-
centrator and auxiliary membrane inflated. A pressure differ-
ence between internal and chamber pressure was established 
and maintained. The foam generator was started and foam 
allowed to flow,, by gravity and by pressure forces until the 
jacket was filled. A cure time was allowed; then the pressures 
were equalized to simulate burnoff of the membrane. A total 
of five deployment tests was run with limited success. Further 
tests are scheduled to provide design information for full-
scale solar concentrator. 

Initial solar testing of the 10.0-ft-dia rigidized Mjylar 
mirror was to determine performance as a function of position 
along the optical axis. This solar testing was performed 
with the "feasibility model" flux trap design. Solar collect-
ion efficiency was determined as a function of position along 
the optical axis. Data were obtained from a position 2 in. 
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inside the theoretical focal plane to a position 2 in. outside 
the theoretical focal plane. The results are shown in Fig. 8. 
Note that ground wind was a contributing factor to the outer 
cavity performance, although its affect on inner cavity per-
formance was negligible. Figure 8 shows the energy division 
between the calorimeter cavities as a function of the position 
along the optical axis. The position at which the energy 
division exactly would match the cycle heat balance would be 
approximately 0.6l in. inside the theoretical focal position. 
The energy division between the cavities can be adjusted to 
include the re-radiation losses and reflection losses simply 
by moving the cavity along the optical axis. Also, this 
unique characteristic of the energy division capacity of the 
flux trap allows one to accommodate mirrors that are over or 
under deployed within a certain range while maintaining an 
almost constant overall furnace factor or collection effi-
ciency. Preliminary studies indicated that significant gains 
could be realized in mirror performance through the use of a 
flux trap. The flux trap development program was designed to 
accomplish three objectives that are as follows: 

1) Perform analytical studies to determine if a second-
ary mirror can be designed to reflect "error" rays from the 
mirror into the cavity. The analytical studies should deter-
mine also the shape of the flux trap. 

2) The second objective is to verify experimentally the 
ability of the flux trap to reflect the "error" rays into the 
cavity openings. 

3) To demonstrate the performance of the flux trap when 
combined with actual mirrors• 

The analysis of the results that have been obtained from 
the flux trap studies and tests have yielded the following 
facts: 

1) A. forward-facing flux trap is limited to rim angles 
of ^5° or less, which requires longer focal lengths and hence 
a larger fringe circle. 

2) A back-to-back flux trap can be made which reduces 
the area of the cavity openings, thereby reducing the re-
radiation losses. This back-to-back design can operate with 
higher rim angles and serves also to divide the flux between 
the two cavities. 

3) An analytical solution was derived which accurately 
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can generate a flux: trap surface for any given mirror accuracy. 

The experimental program has yielded the following results: 

1) The optical tests indicated that the theoretical 
curves reflected the "error" rays into the cavities as designed. 

2) Solar tests with the various flux trap models indicate 
that the traps do not measurably improve the furnace factor. 
Data from the Mark III and II traps are not yet available but 
are not expected to show a different trend from the Mark I 
trap data. This result is due in part to the fact that the 
average mirror error is smaller than was expected when de-
signing the flux trap. 

3) The flux trap has proved successful as an energy 
divider between the two cavities. The solar test data indi-
cates that the energy division between the two cavaties can 
be adjusted by moving the entire heat receiver. The data 
shows that this can be done with almost constant overall 
furnace factor. 

The other unit making up the energy source subsystem is 
the heat receiver-thermal storage device. The functions of 
this unit are to l) collect the energy concentrated by the 
mirror, 2) store sufficient heat during the sunlit portion 
of the orbit for operation in the shadow, and 3) transfer 
heat to the working fluid during the entire operating cycle. 
The heat receiver design problem is then to accomplish all 
three of these functions in an efficient, lightweight unit. 

The heat receiver is an integrated unit with heating pas-
sages for the rubidium and the heat storage material required 
to provide thermal energy storage all included .in one package. 
The liquid heating and boiling sections of the rubidium heater 
use lithium hydride as the heat storage medium. Sodium fluo-
ride is the higher temperature heat storage material for the 
superheater and reheater. The high temperature cavity is in 
the center surrounded by the boiler and reheater to minimize 
the radiation losses. 

In order to store the required amount of heat by fusion 
of the storage salts, 136.2 lb of lithium hydride and Ю 3 Л lb 
of sodium fluoride are needed. The general arrangement of the 
two cavities is shown in Fig. 9* 

Figure 9 also shows the flow pattern through the heat 
receiver. Liquid rubidium from the condenser flows through 
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the outer annulus where it is heated to the boiling point. 
As it flows back through the convolutions the rubidium is 
boiled. The vapor then passes through the superheater where 
it is heated to 1750°F before entering the high pressure tur-
bine. The flow then passes through the reheater and then on 
to the low pressure turbine. While the mirror is in sunlight, 
the radiant flux on the cavity wall melts the storage salt 
and at the same time heats the rubidium. In the shadow, the 
cavity openings are covered, and heat from the storage salt 
heats the rubidium. 

Early in the program it was determined that the optimum 
location of the heat storage materials is between the cavity 
walls and the rubidium flow passages. Energy is absorbed on 
the cavity side of the storage material, of which a portion 
is absorbed and the remaining part is conducted to the rubid-
ium. This arrangement insures that relatively constant heat 
transfer conditions are maintained at the storage material-
rubidium wall. 

The configuration that appears to be most feasible uses 
constant salt thickness and passage geometry. Since more 
heat will be absorbed at the rubidium entrance end, the fusion 
front will move across the salt faster at this end. Figure 10 
shows a sketch of the rubidium temperature profile at the 
beginning and end of the shadow period of the orbit for the 
superheater. The wall temperature along the rubidium passages 
is also shown at these same times. The salt slab at the 
entrance will be subcooled below the fusion point; hence, the 
effective heat transfer area will be decreased. An IBM mach-
ine program is being written to investigate these transients 
and to provide design data for the full scale heat receiver. 
This machine program will assist in determining the effective 
heat transfer area to the rubidium, thus establishing the 
internal cavity wall area. The reheater design requirements 
establish the inner cavity heat flux. The superheater rubid-
ium passage configuration then must be sized to accept the 
established flux. This can easily be done since the super-
heater pressure drop only affects the size of the boiler feed 
pump and does not affect the turbine design. The IBM machine 
program under development will be used to establish the wall 
area requirements. 

The boiler cavity area requirements is more easily estab-
lished. In the case of normal boilers the heat transfer 
coefficient varies with the quality of the fluid. This is due 
mainly to the vapor barrier that is built up toward the end 
of the tube where the vapor quantity is high. This situation 
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can be improved through the use of turbulators . The turbu-
lators are designed to maintain a liquid layer against the vail. 
which in turn raises the heat transfer coefficient near the 
exit end of the boiler. The heat fluxes into the rubidium 
boiling tubes will be relatively constant along the full 
length; hence, the fusion front investigations could be made 
with the assumption of constant flux. 

Boiling heat transfer tests were performed in an effort 
to obtain order of magnitude information concerning the heat 
transfer rate to boiling rubidium with net vaporization. The 
test apparatus geometry and operating conditions were chosen 
to match, as closely as possible, the design conditions of the 
15-lew boiler. The apparatus was run first with water to de-
termine the system operating characteristics and to obtain 
data for comparison purposes. 

The apparatus used is shown in Fig. 11. It consists of 
two storage tanks on either side of the test strip. The test 
tube is a 33-in.-long stainless steel tube of 0.125-in. inside 
diameter and 0.065-in. wall thickness. The entire system is 
constructed of type 3l6 stainless steel. The apparatus is 
essentially a uniflow device. Liquid rubidium is fed into the 
system under an argon atmosphere. The rubidium is then frozen 
in the top storage tank and the system is evacuated to approx-
imately O.^JU • With the system sealed, the rubidium is 
heated in the top tank to 1200°F at which point the vapor 
pressure is approximately 10 psia. The bottom storage tank is 
filled with argon to a pressure of approximately 8 psia to re-
duce the pressure drop across the flow control valve. This 
improves flow rate control by making it less sensitive to 
changes in valve position. The valve upstream from the test 
strip is used for flow control. Saturated rubidium liquid is 
then allowed to flow through the test strip where it is vapor-
ized, through a condenser where it is reliquified and into the 
bottom storage tank. The test strip is heated directly by 
passing an alternating current through it. Rubidium vapor is 
maintained at slightly superheated conditions at the test strip 
exit to assure complete vaporization. 

The tests indicated that the same general variation of 
heat transfer coefficient with quality occurs with rubidium 
and water. The data available for water probably can be used 
as a lower limit for the rubidium coefficient in this par-
ticular system for the range in flow rate. 

The heat receiver analytical studies have shown that the 
concept of heat collection and storage in a lightweight, 
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efficient unit is feasible. The exact size is dependent upon 
experimental verification of rubidium convective heat coeffi-
cient, and LiH storage salt depletion amounts over 10,000 
hours of operation. Scale model heat receiver tests will be 
performed which will serve as a basis for the full scale de-
sign. 

Materials testing accomplished to date indicates that all 
candidate structural materials are attacked to some degree by 
the heat storage salts. Molybdenum and Inconel have been 
selected tentatively for the conceptual, experimental heat 
receiver. These selections were based on the overall material 
suitability. More mechanical property data after long term 
exposure to the storage salts are required to verify the de-
sign integrity. Such data are being generated through ad-
ditional materials studies. 

Perhaps the most critical problem encountered to date is 
the diffusion of hydrogen through the lithium hydride container 
walls. Investigations of coatings have been reported in the 
literature, and, even though hydrogen diffusion cannot be com-
pletely eliminated, it can be controlled by proper design so 
that LiH still offers a significant weight advantage over other 
known heat storage media. 

B. Combined Power Unit 

The combined power unit is an energy conversion machine 
consisting^ of a fluid pump, turbine, and an electromagnetic 
alternator. These components are mounted on a single shaft 
with two bearings, using rubidium $s the working fluid. 
Liquid rubidium is used also to cool the alternator. The pur-
pose of this machine is to convert the thermodynamic energy of 
superheated rubidium vapor into 3200-cps three-phase a.c. 
power at 120/208 v. It is designed to operate at 2^,000 rpm 
with a power output goal of 15 kw, 

The turbine of the combined power unit consists of a two-
stage high pressure turbine and a two-stage low pressure tur-
bine. All four are axial, full admission stages. The first 
stage of the high pressure turbine is an impulse stage, and the 
second stage is 6Qffo reaction. Inlet conditions are 10 psia 
and 1750°F.. The first stage of the low pressure turbine is 
70$ reaction and the second stage is 50$ reaction. Inlet 
conditions are 1.2 psia and l600°F. There is reheat between 
the high and low pressure turbines, and the overall cycle 
efficiency including turbine efficiency is 2Wfo. 
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To date, all parts required for the initial configuration 
of the combined power unit have been fabricated, and the 
machine is now being assembled. Completion of this assembly 
is awaiting spin testing of the turbine discs and the alter-
nator rotor. Test facilities for the initial spin-up test are 
complete and ready to receive the unit. The rotating assembly-
is shown in Fig. 12 where it is installed in a fixture in the 
dynamic balancing machine. 

A test rig to develop the liquid metal hydrodynamic bear-
ings has been built, and the conceptual model bearings have 
been run with water and other fluids closely simulating the 
dynamics of the rubidium liquid. The test rig presently is 
being readied for rubidium testing to start in the very near 
future. 

C. Radiator Condenser 

The present concept of the radiator condenser is shown in 
Fig. 13. The slight changes that have taken place since its 
conception are of a dimensional nature. The entire component 
is to be located concentrically with the turbine discharge 
using the large diameter available within the missile skin. 
This flat disk design is unique yet simple to fabricate. 
Figure 13 shows how the 36O F turbine diffuser is used as the 
vapor manifold, with the flow direction essentially radially 
outward to a liquid collector at the outer circumference. 
This symmetrical configuration has no unbalanced torques. 
Figure 13 shows also the cross-sectional variation along any 
radial channel from the turbine diffuser exit to the liquid 
manifold. The turbine diffuser reduces the vapor velocity at 
the entry to the condenser channels. These channels in the 
plane of the flat disc are curved, resembling an assembly of 
centrifugal blower vanes. The cross-sectional area of each 
identical channel decreases in the ratio of approximately 6:1 
from turbine to liquid collector. This is achieved by de-
creasing the flow channel height at a rate exceeding the in-
crease of channel width due to the increase in radius. This 
effective reduction in flow area is to accomodate the decreas-
ing specific volume of the condensate. The annular face 
remote from the turbine is plane and is exposed to the sun, 
whereas the other side is pointed at the solar mirror. Ra-
diating surfaces therefore consist of two large and similar 
annuli made up of relatively thin sheets of material. Only 
the side facing the sun requires meteorite protection. Con-
denser tubes and radiator thus are combined into one structure. 
The condensation takes place during the chiefly radial but 
curved flow. The liquid then enters the circular collector at 
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four points, and high pressure liquid rubidium, after being 
used for alternator cooling, serves as the driving head in a 
jet pump where it accelerates the low pressure condensate by 
ejector action. The combined liquid streams then flow through 
four lines to the main condensate-boiler feed pump inlet. The 
entire external radiating surfaces, including the liquid col-
lector, jet pumps, and distribution lines, are to be coated 
with a selective coating to reflect solar energy while having 
high infra red emmittance. The purpose of the tapered and 
curved channels is to assure satisfactory zero gravity con-
densation. The tapered channels maintain reasonable vapor 
velocities, whereas the curved paths (through centrifugal 
forces) are for the purpose of maintaining a distinct stable 
vapor-liquid interface through the major portion of the con-
denser discharge. These effects were recognized through alter-
nate fluid testing by Sundstrand. 

The advantages expected of this concept are the contri-
bution to a rather low system weight by the manner in which 
meteoritic protection is provided, the elimination of tubing 
and manifolds required in more conventional designs (also a 
weight saving), and the improvement in cycle efficiency by low 
pressure drop, permitting a low turbine back pressure to be 
used. 

The Phase I development goal for radiator condenser work 
is to complete the design and test of a segment of a full scale 
radiator condenser, l) to establish feasibility of operating 
the radiator at the inlet and exit pressure of 0.1 and 0.09, 
respectively, and 2) to conduct supplemental laboratory-mod^l 
fabrication and testing to evaluate further liquid-vapor 
separation phenomena. 

A radiator condenser 30° segment has been designed, fabri-
cated, and is being tested with rubidium, the prime purpose 
being to establish feasibility of the conceptual operating 
pressures. The differences between the segment design and the 
present concept are as follows: l) the segment is Inconel 
rather than beryllium to reduce development costs; 2) segment 
walls are thicker to reduce fabrication costs and reduce 
fragility of test component; 3) no selective coating has been 
applied; and h) segment collector ring width is smaller, and 
the subcooling portion was not included. 

Although not measured precisely at this date, every indi-
cation points to a pressure drop in the condensing region of 
the magnitude desired, using temperature change as a basis. 
(Direct pressure measuring instruments for this extreme 
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requirement have not yet become available). Limited testing 
on this segment will continue for approximately two months 
further to substantiate pressure drop and functional per-
formance of the original design concept. Continuous testing 
with rubidium will resume (including jet pumps) as information 
becomes available concerning the liquid vapor separation 
phenomenon. 

Fig. 1 ASTEC space power system 
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Fig. 3 Schematic diagram, rubidium solar pover system 
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Fig. h Solar power system configuration, vehicle integration 
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Fig. 5 Deployment sequence 
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REAR AUXILIARY 
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Fig. T Support member actuation and envelope inflation 

Fig. 8 Solar energy collection efficiency feasibility model 
flux trap-10-ft Goodyear mirror 
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Fig. 9 Working fluid flow tlirough heat receiver, power 
generation uni t , radiator 
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Fig. 10 Expected temperature profiles along superheater flow 
passage 
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Fig. 11 Rubidium heat transfer test loop schematic 

Fig. 12 Balancing of 15-kw rotating assembly 
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Fig. 13 15-kw solar power supply condenser 
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